9:00 – 9:30  Registration & Networking
            Lobby

            Wifi: EgyptianTheatre-BackStage
            Password: december1929

9:30 – 9:45  Welcome & Introduction
            Auditorium  Brian Reis, DCNP Steering Committee, Chair

            DeKalb County Nonprofit Partnership Update
            Ben Bingle, DCNP Director

9:45 – 10:30  KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
            Auditorium  Dr. Jax ML Black, Consultant & Co-Owner, The Big Joy Theory

            Joy in the Heart of Leadership
            This keynote presentation is an invitation for all leaders to center their breath and lead from
            the wisdom of their own hearts, rooted in joy. Dr. Jax ML Black will guide us through new
            ways of thinking that will allow each of us to break through and orient our leadership around
            joy, instead of waiting for joy to come to us.

10:30 – 10:45  Break & Networking

10:45 – 11:30  SECOND SESSION
            Auditorium  Dr. Jax ML Black, Consultant & Co-Owner, The Big Joy Theory

            Leading With Joy in a V.U.C.A. World
            Building on the keynote presentation, this talk delves deeper into the real-world and practical
            applications of joy as a model of leadership in a world so often filled with V.U.C.A. (Volatility,
            Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity).

11:30  Closing Remarks & Networking
            Auditorium  Ben Bingle, DCNP Director

11:40  Optional Egyptian Theatre Tour
            Lobby  Alex Nerad, Executive Director, Egyptian Theatre